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Ravenloft Transformation Into a Goblin: 

 

Stage 1: The Enticement 

Short hair grows on body; eyes begin to turn yellowish; acquire dislike of light.  

Body begins to become more agile; increase Dexterity by +1 (Maximum 21). 

Eyes become accustomed to darkness and heat; gain Infravision of 120 feet. 

 

Stage 2: The Invitation 

Eyes turn all yellow & pupils turn red; ears begin to point; hair growth continues. 

Acquire hatred of light; light burns eyes; actions in bright light are penalized. 

Reduction of Charisma by -1 due to decline of physical beauty. 

Body continues to become even more agile; increase Dexterity by +1 (Maximum 22). 

Infravision expands to 240 feet & Infravision becomes perfect; can see in dark perfectly. 

 

Stage 3: The Embrace  

Body completely covered in hair; ears become completely pointed. 

Teeth begin to turn into fangs; fingers become clawed. 

Reduction of Charisma by -1 due to continued decline of physical beauty. 

Body becomes even more agile; increase Dexterity by +1 (Maximum 23). 

Can do claw & bite attacks (for 1D4 points of damage each). 

Hearing and other senses becomes razor sharp; harder to surprise. 

 

Stage 4: Creature of Darkness 

Creature becomes a complete Goblin. 

Fangs become extremely hard & claws become razor sharp. 

Claw & bite attacks become more deadly (for 1D6 points of damage each).  

Reduction of Charisma by -1 due to final decline of physical beauty. 

Body has reached its peak agility; increase Dexterity by +1 (Maximum 24). 

Eyes begin to burn with an unnatural glowing fire. 

Gain a gaze attack; stare causes fiery death (unless save versus spells negates). 

 

Stage 5: Lord of a Domain 

Creature gains a small temporary domain, which is personalized to them. 

Creature is cursed with a personalized curse & is trapped with its domain. 



Ravenloft Transformation Into an Ogre: 

 

Stage 1: The Enticement 

Short hair grows on body; fingers lengthen; height increases by 1D12 inches. 

Reduction of Charisma by -1 due to decreasing physical beauty. 

Eyes become accustomed to darkness & heat; gain Infravision of 30 feet. 

Body begins to become stronger and healthier. 

Strength increases by +1 (18/00 Maximum); fists can strike for 1D4 damage each. 

Constitution increases by +1 (21 Maximum); gain 5 Hit Points.  

 

Stage 2: The Invitation 

Hair continues to grow; skin color changes to a yellowish-brown. 

Height increases by 1 foot; fingers & hands enlarge; skin thickens. 

Reduction of Charisma by -1 due to continued decline of physical beauty. 

Infravision expands to 60 feet. 

Body continues to become stronger and healthier. 

Strength increases by +1 (19 Maximum); fists can strike for 1D6 damage each. 

Constitution increases by +1 (22 Maximum); gain 5 Hit Points. 

Gain a Natural Armor Class of 8. 

 

Stage 3: The Embrace 

Body completely covered in hair; skin changes color to a blackish-brown. 

Height increases by 1 to 2 feet; entire arms enlarge; skin becomes leathery. 

Reduction of Charisma by -2 due to skin begins developing warts & bumps.   

Infravision continues to expand to 90 feet. 

Body becomes even more strong and healthy. 

Strength increases by +1 (20 Maximum); fists can strike for 1D8 damage each. 

Constitution increases by +1 (23 Maximum); gain 10 Hit Points. 

Gain a Natural Armor Class of 6. 

 

Stage 4: Creature of Darkness 

Creature becomes a complete Ogre. 

Height levels off after gaining an additional 1 to 3 feet; skin becomes thick leather. 

Reduction of Charisma by -3 due to skin becoming covered with warts & bumps. 

Infravision finally ends its expansion at 120 feet. 

Body has reached its peak strength and health. 

Strength increases by +1 (21 Maximum); fists can strike for 1D10 damage each. 

Constitution increases by +1 (24 Maximum); gain 10 Hit Points. 

Gain a Natural Armor Class of 4. 

 

Stage 5: Lord of a Domain 

Creature gains a small temporary domain, which is personalized to them. 

Creature is cursed with a personalized curse & is trapped within its domain.  

 


